CaSB Career Placement for graduates from years 2008-2018

Industry Positions

1. Tech and Biotech—AmGen, Genentech, Boeing, CISCO, Qualcomm, Sun Microsystems, IBM, AT&T (formerly Bell Labs), Northrop, Symantec, ZipCar, Titan, Allergan, Vertex Pharmaceuticals, EEG Systems Lab, Librascope, Plutus, Planisware, Sapient IT, Trilogy, People Soft

2. Financial—Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch

3. Other—Proctor Gamble, World Health Organization, Teachers, Hotel Operations Managers

Professional Schools

1. Medical School—Stanford University, UCLA, UCSD, The Ohio State University, Northwestern University, University of Arizona, University of Virginia, Tulane University, George Washington University, St. Louis University, NYU

2. Graduate School:
   Bioengineering—Stanford, Duke, UCLA, UCSD, USC, UC Irvine
   Neuroscience—UCSF
   Biomathematics—UCLA
   Biomedical Engineering—Georgia Tech, University of Washington at Seattle
   Bioinformatics—USC, UCSD, UCLA
   Mathematical Ecology—UC Davis
   Molecular and Cellular Biology—University of Chicago
   Radiation Physics—University of Chicago
   Biological Imaging—UCLA
   Pharmacokinetics—UCSF
   Vision Science—UC Berkeley
   Public Health—UC Berkeley
   Biochemistry and Chemistry—UCLA
   Physics—Princeton University
   Mathematics—UCLA
   Computer Science—UCLA, UC Davis, MIT
   Electrical Engineering—Stanford University

3. Business School—Wharton School (U Penn), University of Virginia, Santa Clara University

4. Law School—Stanford University, Loyola University, UC Berkeley

5. Dental School—UCLA, UCSF

6. Optometry—UCSF

7. Graduate School of Education—UCLA